
  

Dynasty Sport becomes apparel partner for Volleyball New Zealand  
 
 
Rapidly expanding international sporting apparel brand Dynasty Sport has agreed to become 
the apparel partner for Volleyball New Zealand.  
The agreement will see Dynasty Sport supply the cutting edge on and off-field apparel for 
the Volley Ferns, Volley Blacks, Beach Ferns and Beach Blacks, all Junior New Zealand teams, 
the National Volleyball League (NVL) plus supporter's merchandise.   
  
The apparel range for Volleyball New Zealand's teams will carry each senior team’s logo, 
plus features a new design with ferns sublimated into the jersey, and a prominent fern 
across the front, giving the uniform a uniquely New Zealand feel.   
“We are looking forward to assisting Volleyball New Zealand. Dynasty Sport are excited to 
provide a range of apparel that not only provides players with our cutting edge on and off-
field kit, but also embodies the rich history and culture of Volleyball New Zealand through 
our range of supporter apparel.” Dynasty Sport Director, Tyler Rakich said.  
  
As part of the partnership, Volleyball New Zealand and Dynasty Sport are excited to launch 
an online store, (Click here) specially for New Zealand volleyball players and fans. The store 
will house an extensive range of training and supporter gear, including the new replica New 
Zealand jersey and NVL merchandise. The NVL merchandise is available for pre-order now, 
with delivery from mid-June in time for the first weekend of the NVL, June 26-27.   
Dynasty Sport continues to expand its operational footprint across New Zealand and 
Australia, partnering with a host of national and international teams.  
  
The Dynasty Sport team pride themselves on providing exemplary levels of service and the 
highest quality on and off field garments to sports teams here in New Zealand and across 
Australasia, boasting an administrative team widely recognised as being best in class across 
the competitive apparel and team wear space.  
Volleyball NZ joins Dynasty Sport’s considerable portfolio alongside the Manly Sea Eagles, 
New Zealand Cricket's Super Smash and Canterbury Rugby Union.  
         


